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ABSTRACT: Eﬀective protection from environmental degradation relies on the
integrity of oxide as diﬀusion barriers. Ideally, the passivation layer can repair its
own breaches quickly under deformation. While studies suggest that the native
aluminum oxide may manifest such properties, it has yet to be experimentally
proven because direct observations of the air-environmental deformation of
aluminum oxide and its initial formation at room temperature are challenging.
Here, we report in situ experiments to stretch pure aluminum nanotips under O2
gas environments in a transmission electron microscope (TEM). We discovered
that aluminum oxide indeed deforms like liquid and can match the deformation
of Al without any cracks/spallation at moderate strain rate. At higher strain rate,
we exposed fresh metal surface, and visualized the self-healing process of aluminum oxide at atomic resolution. Unlike traditional
thin-ﬁlm growth or nanoglass consolidation processes, we observe seamless coalescence of new oxide islands without forming any
glass−glass interface or surface grooves, indicating greatly accelerated glass kinetics at the surface compared to the bulk.
KEYWORDS: Superplasticity, glass surface, aluminum oxide, self-healing, stress-corrosion cracking, in situ TEM
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enabled; however, there has been little work reporting this
property in ceramics at room temperature. Recently, there is
growing evidence that the outside layer of polymeric and
organic glasses with few nanometers thickness is in an
enhanced-diﬀusivity state at room temperature because the
glass transition temperature Tg is much smaller for thinner
ﬁlms.9−11 Therefore, native alumina and silica may have liquidlike behaviors at room temperature.12 Experimentally, the
deformation process of native aluminum oxide in gas
environments has never been observed at the atomic scale
because of the its ultrasmall thickness. Thicker aluminum oxide
ﬁlms grown by anodic reactions13 are often used for
measurements instead, whose representation of the native
oxide is questionable because of the thickness dependence of
mechanical behaviors. Therefore, there is a need for a highresolution deformation technique in gas environments to verify
the deformability of aluminum oxide surface glass.

lumina and silica are special oxides for passivation in that
they rapidly develop under air in a glassy state with a
thickness of only a few nanometers, establishing an eﬀective
barrier against further oxidation. The mechanical behavior of
these surface glasses in oxidizing environment and their initial
formation are interesting for understanding not only stresscorrosion cracking, but also thin-ﬁlm growth1 and nanoglass2
kinetics. On one hand, the plasticity of metal oxide and its
adherence to metal are critical for the stress-corrosion cracking
(SCC) tolerance of metals.3,4 If oxide at a metal crack tip
(Figure 1a) breaks up under stress, and this breach is not
repaired suﬃciently quickly, embrittling elements such as
oxygen5 and hydrogen6 will diﬀuse inward through the grain
boundary network (Figure 1b), leading to internal oxidation,
dynamic embrittlement (DE),7 or stress-assisted grain boundary oxidation (SAGBO),5,8 etc. The consequence is relocation
of the crack tip to the grain boundary, propagation of
intergranular cracking (Figure 1c), and greatly enhanced total
oxidation rate by internal, instead of external, oxidation. An
ideal passivation layer may require liquid-like superplasticity
that does not fracture when elongated. Such a property is often
found in glass at high temperature where viscous ﬂow is
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Previous experiments on thin-ﬁlm growth, either crystalline1,14
or amorphous,15,16 as well as nanoglass fabrication2,17 indicate
that glass−glass interfaces (GGIs) with surface grooves will
form when two nanoglass islands coalesce (Figure 1e). The
surface groove is an indication of ﬁnite GGI free energy that
needs to be balanced by surface tension of the cusp of the
surface, according to Young’s equation. GGI may not be as
resistant to oxygen and metal diﬀusion as the glass itself.
Furthermore, GGIs and grooves are less mechanically robust,
and under stress, further fracture will likely proceed along them
in the SCC context. If alumina/silica is liquid-like, there should
be no GGI nor grooves when two oxide islands meet (Figure
1f); however, there is a lack of experimental conﬁrmation on
this due to the diﬃculty in preparing fresh (i.e., unoxidized)
and uncontaminated metal surfaces in a TEM. Observing the
initial formation process of glassy oxide at the atomic scale is
experimentally challenging, and it has been rarely reported in
the literature.
The recently developed environmental transmission electron
microscopy (ETEM) technique has been successfully used to
visualize initial oxidation in copper.18,19 While previous
experiments are conducted without applying external stress,
in this paper we will utilize ETEM to visualize the simultaneous
deformation and oxidation process in aluminum at the atomic
scale. We will show that native aluminum oxide can deform
superplastically at room temperature under oxygen gas
environment without thickness reduction, as a result of
concurrent shear relaxation by enhanced bond-switching in
thin ﬁlms and self-healing by dynamic oxidation. When
increasing the strain rate, we are able to expose fresh aluminum
surface and directly probe subsequent seamless self-healing in
the oxide. The strain-rate sensitivity discovered here agrees well

Figure 1. (a−c) Schematic drawing of the dynamic embrittlement
process after cracking in oxide. (a) Oxide is intact and provides
excellent protection of metal at a stressed crack tip. (b) Oxygen ingress
to metal grain boundary due to the fracture of oxide. (c) Intergranular
cracking. (d−f) Schematic illustration of the diﬀerence between solid
and liquid when two oxide islands coalesce during growth. (d) Oxide
nucleates as an island on the metal surface. (e) An interface and a
groove are formed when two islands meet, which applies to the thinﬁlm growth (either crystalline or amorphous) and nanoglass
consolidation process. (f) Seamless coalescence of islands, indicative
of the liquid-like behavior.

Also, at suﬃciently high strain rates, when the oxide ﬁnally
breaks, and fresh aluminum is exposed, it still remains unclear
how the new oxide is formed and then connected to the new/
old oxide nearby. During the nucleation stage, alumina will
grow as islands (Figure 1d) which by nature are nanoglass.

Figure 2. Illustration of the environmental deformation of aluminum oxide. (a−c) Schematic drawing of the experimental conﬁguration. (a) Two Al
rods with nanotips are aligned. (b) Their longest tips are contacted and then cold-welded. (c) The junction is then pulled in oxygen environment.
(d−g) Schematic illustration of the concurrent oxidation and deformation process of aluminum in oxygen environment.
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Figure 3. Liquid-like superplasticity of aluminum oxide layer at room temperature (Movie S1, Supporting Information). (a−f) Sequential TEM
images showing the superelongation and self-healing process of aluminum oxide when stretched in 2 × 10−6 Torr oxygen environment; oxide
between the two white triangular marks in parts a−f are the segment being stretched. The green arrow in part a represents the stretching direction.
An aluminum grain boundary (GB) is pointed out by a light-blue arrow in part a. (g) Filtered high-resolution image for the orange-boxed region in
part b, showing (200) crystalline planes. The oxide length (surface length between two triangular markers) for parts a−f are plotted in part h,
showing a maximum strain of 117%. All scale bars, 5 nm.

with MD modeling results by Sen et al.12 and is analogous to
the one proposed for silica glass nanowires.20
Our nanoscale environmental deformation setup is illustrated
in Figure 2. Two selected nanotips on Al rods are aligned in the
ETEM instrument under high vacuum (Figure 2a). One tip will
then approach the other gradually. When their distance is
around 3.1 nm, the two tips will jump into contact21 because of
the Casimir attraction force.22 Further compressing the two tips
leads to cold-welding23 (Figure 2b). Afterward, pure oxygen gas
will be injected in the TEM sample chamber. The deformation
process of aluminum oxide at atomic resolution will then be
probed when moving one Al rod away gently (Figure 2c).
When the strain rate is low, our observation of simultaneous
oxidation and deformation process is summarized schematically
in Figure 2 d−g. The superplasticity is a consequence of
“viscous ﬂow” in aluminum oxide as well as dynamic selfhealing by oxidation. An aluminum tip with native oxide shell is
pulled under oxygen atmosphere at low strain rate (Figure 2d).
Similar to other nanoscopically conﬁned glass formers,9,20 the
ion mobility is greatly enhanced at the near-surface region (sub10 nm) which drives rapid bond-switching to repair surface
ﬂaws generated by deformation. Meanwhile, the chemisorbed
oxygen molecules near the surface mediate healing of broken
bonds12 (Figure 2e), adding to the thickness of oxide h when h
is smaller than the limiting thickness hL. The interplay between
these two processes leads to the superelongation in aluminum
oxide shell without fracture and reduction in oxide thickness
(Figure 2f). This mechanism can be deactivated when the fresh
aluminum beneath the oxide is depleted (Figure 2g). More
discussion about the reduced Tg in alumina surface is provided
in section 1 of the Supporting Information.
Figure 3a−h and Movie S1, Supporting Information, present
experimental evidence for the process above, showing a typical
deformation process of aluminum oxide in 2 × 10−6 Torr
oxygen environment and at a moderate strain rate (∼2.2 × 10−2
s−1). A segment of aluminum oxide being stretched is marked
by the white-triangle locations as ﬁducial markers. When the
sample is pulled along the direction indicated by the green
arrow (Figure 3a), the oxide segment is uniformly elongated
(Figure 3b−f). A strain of 117% is reached at t = 53.6 s (Figure

3f,h); however, surprisingly neither cracks nor pores are
generated inside the glass or at the metal−glass (M−G)
interface throughout the whole process. The stretching process
of aluminum oxide on metal is just like liquid spreading on a
surface. The oxide thickness h may slightly reduce because of an
occasional higher strain rate (Figure 3d) but can soon recover
to hL when the strain rate decreases (Figure 3e). Thus, the
oxide thickness is almost uniform and unchanged because of
the rapid growth of oxide. It is also noteworthy that the oxide
segment was straight at t = 0 s, but it became more and more
curved after necking in metal. While the severely curved M−G
interface assumes a dramatic variation of aluminum surface
inclinations, it is remarkable that alumina can keep matching
the deformation of metal and attach perfectly to protect the
surface. Such a liquid-like, isotropic, complete wetting feature,
which originates from the amorphous nature of native
aluminum oxide, is pivotal for a mechanically robust protection
layer.
We want to emphasize that there is no elongation limit to
failure for aluminum oxide at low strain rate unless metal is
depleted. To further demonstrate this, a tearing experiment is
performed in 1.5 × 10−1 Torr oxygen environment. This diﬀers
from tensile testing in that internal fracture in the metal grain is
being generated. In this experiment, a volume of about 25 000
nm3 is torn away from the matrix, but the oxide is always
continuous and attaching well to metal throughout the
experiment (Supporting information, section 2, Movie S2,
and Figure S1). The uninterrupted coverage of fracture surface
by a thick (>1 nm) oxide is probably due to a “viscous-ﬂowlike” behavior. Although superelongation was reported in
nanoscale metallic glass24 and silica glass systems,20 it has not
been reported in metal oxide glass systems. Our observation
here indicates that nano-scale-thin coatings of metal oxide glass
can have signiﬁcantly improved deformability. Note that our
conclusion is already based on the thicker25 alumina ﬁlm (∼3
nm) that is present in practical environments.
While it is intriguing to see the ductility of the ceramic glass
matching that of the metal underneath at room temperature
and low strain rates, when the strain rate is much higher,
fracture will occur in the glass, exposing clean aluminum surface
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(Supporting Information, Movie S3 and Figure S2). The key
here is to ﬁnd out how quickly such a true “breach in the wall”
can be repaired, as a breach can hit the metal−metal grain
boundary intersection, and rapid internal oxidation and
degradation can occur (Figure 1a−c). Our “mechanical break
junction” setup mimics the local environment of a stressed
crack tip in air, and is also a perfect setup for the study of the
initial oxidation. Aluminum oxide can hardly be reduced by
heating in H2. In contrast to conventional methods to prepare
clean surfaces of aluminum26 such as argon ion sputtering, our
mechanical break junction approach is more practical for in situ
TEM experiments.
Figure 4a−f shows time-sequence HRTEM images of the
oxidation process on a clean aluminum surface created by the

in this manner to cover the entire fracture surface, and
meanwhile, new oxide becomes thicker by motion of the M−G
interface (i.e., direct transformation from metal lattice to oxide
phase mediated by oxygen subsurface incorporation). This is
signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from the adatom mechanism observed in
pure copper.18 Figure 4d,j shows the ﬁrst-layer coverage on the
fracture surface by oxide. The gradient of oxide thickness is
evident from the merging point (P3 in Figure 4j) to the
oxidation starting point (P1 and P2); however, it will soon
disappear leaving a uniform oxide layer on the fracture surface
(Figure 4f,l). Furthermore, the interface between the old oxide
and the new oxide (at P1 and P2) as well as the interface where
the new oxides merge (at P3) are indistinguishable and contain
no grooves, resembling the behaviors of liquid. This is
particularly intriguing since it is signiﬁcantly diﬀerent from
amorphous thin ﬁlms evaporated on a substrate at room
temperature.16 Previous experiments have shown that the
surface roughness (corresponding to the depth of grooves) of
evaporated metallic glass thin ﬁlms can be reduced either by
heating a thick ﬁlm above Tg for relaxation27 or decreasing the
ﬁlm thickness,16 suggesting that Tg may be smaller when ﬁlm
thickness decreases. However, even for a thin ﬁlm of 0.8 nm
thickness, grooves are still apparent.15 Our observation of a
grooveless surface in 2 nm thick alumina illustrates the liquidlike behavior during the glass thin-ﬁlm growth process. Another
piece of evidence showing the disappearance of the GGI during
the cold-welding process is illustrated in the Supporting
Information, section 4 and Figure S3. In the context of highstrain-rate deformation mimicking the crack-tip environment,
the self-healing feature of aluminum oxide manifests itself by
the rapid recovery of a conformal and homogeneous oxide layer
at the fracture surface. This is of great importance to SCC since
any heterogeneity led by a mismatch between oxide scales, for
example, oxide-oxide grain boundaries or phase boundaries,
may introduce tensile residual stress (well-known in thin-ﬁlm
growth) that buries a seed for future cracking/spallation. The
residual stress in surface glass here is expected to be small and
rapidly decaying because of the facile diﬀusive relaxation
kinetics of surface glass by reduced Tg.9−11 Note that the
internal stress may not always be deleterious if it is compressive.
In this vein, we want to point out two distinctive features.
One of them is surface smoothing/relaxation which occurs not
only at the M−G interface but also at the glass−vapor (G−V)
interface. Figure S4a,b, in the Supporting Information, shows
the evolution of an oxide fracture surface. The sharp tip at t = 0
s is the ﬁnal detach point after the tearing experiment. After
blanking e-beam for 310 s, the tip becomes blunted to minimize
the roughness of the G−V interface. In contrast, crystalline
copper oxide grains grow as small hills on copper metal
surface,18 and magnesium oxide developed strongly anisotropic
surface features such as zigzag facets (Supporting Information,
Figure S5). The other feature is the conformability of
aluminum oxide formed on highly curved surface, as revealed
by Figure S4c,d, in the Supporting Information. Despite that
the 90° curved fracture surface of aluminum possesses
abundant surface inclinations, the oxide formed afterward is
uniform and smooth. The two features discussed above are
important for understanding friction and wear, as well
as thermal and electrical contact resistances since the nano-/
atomic-scale surface asperities control the state, or “quality”,
of the true contact area.28 Also, the surface roughness of native
aluminum oxide may have an impact on the eﬀective modulus
of aluminum thin ﬁlms.29

Figure 4. Initial oxidation of pure aluminum at room temperature
(Supporting Information, Movie S4). (a−f) Sequential HRTEM
images showing the oxidation process at oxygen pressure of 3.6 × 10−6
Torr. (g−l) Processed images of parts a−f to indicate diﬀerent phase
distribution: the aluminum lattice planes, shown by black lines, are
ﬁltered images of parts a−f using a set of aluminum (111) diﬀraction
spots; the oxide is shown by red color. All scale bars, 2 nm.

fracture, accompanied by their individual ﬁltered images in
Figure 4g−l with better resolution of the phase boundaries.
(See more details of the process in the Supporting Information,
Movie S4; the ﬁltration method is introduced in section 3.)
Pure O2 at a pressure of 3.6 × 10−6 Torr is maintained during
the whole process. Interestingly, new oxide tends to nucleate
right next to the old oxide (i.e., triple junction of glass−metal−
vapor interfaces, as depicted by P1 and P2 in Figure 4a,g.) and
then spread out to cover the unoxidized fresh metal, instead of
growing uniformly on the fracture surface. Oxide will progress
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This work reveals liquid-like superplasticity and seamless,
isotropic self-healing features of aluminum oxide in gaseous
oxygen environments at room temperature. The accelerated
glass surface kinetics of native alumina is not likely to be a
radiation damage artifact of the imaging electron beam. We
have performed a series of experiments and analyses to
investigate the inﬂuence of electron beam (Supporting
Information, section 5).
Our ﬁndings have important implications for the fundamental understanding of friction, lubrication, adhesion, electrical
and thermal contact resistances, and stress-corrosion cracking
on surfaces of aluminum or aluminum alloys as well as
aluminum oxide coatings. Coatings by amorphous aluminum
oxide, for instance, by atomic layer deposition (ALD)
method,30 have become popular for anticorrosion31 and
fabrication of micro-/nanodevices.32 Our discovery suggests
that a bilayer coating containing both aluminum and aluminum
oxide may have better mechanical performance in an oxidative
environment than a standalone layer of aluminum oxide
because of the triggered self-healing function. In addition, the
discovery of seamless growth of alumina thin ﬁlms on
aluminum may beneﬁt the exploration of better control of
interfaces in vapor-deposited thin ﬁlms and nanoglass.
Investigations in other nanoscopically thin ﬁlms of glassy
metal oxide will be worthwhile to further unravel their unique
properties. Lastly, our in situ technique that combines ETEM
with a nanostraining holder is demonstrated to be a powerful
tool in studying SCC and initial oxidation in metals, enabling
visualization of chemically and/or mechanically induced phase
transformations at atomic resolution.
Methods. The materials investigated in this work are extra
pure (99.99%) aluminum rods (diameter: 0.01 in.) from ESPI
Metals. To obtain thin aluminum TEM samples with
satisfactory electron transparency, we prepared aluminum
nanotips at one end of a pure aluminum rod by simultaneously
drawing and cutting aluminum rods in air at room temperature.
A natural oxide layer around 2−3 nm in thickness will develop
on the surface of aluminum nanotips instantly. Compared to
nanostructured mechanical testing samples fabricated by
focused ion beam (FIB) which will introduce irradiation
damage and contamination (Ga and Pt), our samples are much
cleaner and more realistic. The in situ experiments were
conducted inside an FEI Titan environmental TEM, working at
a voltage of 300 kV. Nanoscale mechanical deformation was
enabled by a Nanofactory scanning tunneling microscope
(STM) holder.

■

■

Movie S4: initial oxidation on aluminum fracture surface
under 3.6 × 10−6 Torr oxygen environment (AVI)
Movie S5: ultra-low-dose-rate experiment for the
observation of tearing in an Al nano tip: oxygen pressure,
1.5 × 10−1 Torr; dose rate, 92 e−/(Å2 s) (AVI)
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